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Black &White;   

1
st
 Richard Hammersley                2

nd
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rd
 Brent Thompson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well done to all above who were selected by Peter Sheen and his wife Susan, Peter and Susan deliberated 

long and hard to select the ‘winners’ with the subject being held dear to both of them. It was very nice to 

hear the comments from them both about the quality of the entries on the night which made their task all the 

more difficult. 

A huge thank you to both for their time and input into another great night at the club.  
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Next workshop Close up and Macro You’ve seen them. The pictures of bees inside colourful flowers that 

make you feel like you’re privy to a world that only exists to creatures smaller than the tiniest of field mice 

or the raindrop rolling off a leaf. One thing’s for certain, macro photography tends to offer some of the most 

beautiful images. So, how can you join the ranks of macro photographers extraordinaire? Here are some tips 

to try and pitfalls to avoid. Because of the nature of macro photography, you’ll be doing a few things  

differently. Getting up close and personal with bugs, raindrops, marbles, coins and other smaller items 

means understanding how your camera, be it a DSLR or a point and shoot, accommodates the shift in  

perspective.  

Composition Because you’ll be focusing on a finite space, composition takes on a different perspective than 

if you’re photographing Old Faithful in Yellowstone National Park. While the tendency is to allow the  

subject to fill the shot, you’ll still want to keep in mind the Rule of Thirds. For example, in these two  

ladybird images, both are beautiful shots, but there’s something a bit more interesting about 

the ladybird on the daisy being off to the right side. Though it can be 

effective at times, if the ladybird (or whatever you’re photographing) is 

smack in the middle, viewers are more likely to look and move on. 

Whereas any image that pulls their eye across the scene will hold their 

attention that much longer. So, when working in macro, consider the 

Rule of Thirds, play with your subject and let it take up different  

sections of the scene then decide which one captures the results you’re looking for. Also, 

change up the angle. Avoid the pitfall of being boring with your macro shots. A lot of beginners in macro 

photography tend to shoot face on. Instead, look at different perspectives, like getting under or around your 

subject. For example try shooting marbles on a glass top table captured from under the table rather than 

straight on. Think outside the box and experiment with different angles to create a unique perspective.  

Always ask, “Is there a better or at least different angle I can approach this from?” Most often the answer 

will be yes.  

Focus One of the first things you’ll notice in doing macro photography is that your camera’s ability to focus 

just isn’t the same. More likely than not, you’ll be moving the camera closer or farther away from your  

subject until it’s in focus rather than the lens actually scoping in and out. This is a good time to override auto 

focus and switch to manual (if you have a DSLR and are able to). Almost every camera out there has a 

“macro mode” option that makes focusing up close easier. Avoid the possible pitfall of the focusing on the 

wrong object though. In macro mode, it can be tricky to ensure that the camera is focusing on the subject 

you want. For example, in both of these images, the focus is on the ladybug and not the leaf or grain behind 

it. But, it’s easy for the camera to confuse what you want to focus on when you’re that close to a few finite 

objects, especially when you’re incorporating the Rule of Thirds and want to use a shallow depth of field. 

Which brings me to the next tip…setting your aperture.  

Aperture Some cameras won’t allow for much variation with shutter speed and aperture when in macro 

mode. But of the two, aperture is probably the one you’d want to control. Since aperture selection impacts 

the depth of field of your shots, flexibility with it can really enhance your macro images. Creating a shallow 

depth of field makes your subject really pop. Pick a large aperture (smaller f-stop number, as low as your 

lens allows) if you want only your subject in focus. Alternatively, pick a small aperture (bigger number, 

such as an f-stop of 11 or more) if you want a large depth of field where everything will be in focus. In 

macro photography you’ll probably want the first choice, a shallow depth of field, so select the largest  

aperture (smallest f-stop) available. 

Tripod When you’re photographing small objects up close, you’re going to want stability. Maybe you’re 

nervous the bee will sting you, so you’re shaking a bit more than usual? Seriously though, with macro  

photography you’ll find yourself lying down or squatting down close to the ground or 

a myriad of other uncomfortable positions that might cause you to quake. Avoid the 

pitfall of blurred subjects by using a tripod. With a tripod, you can not only let it 

carry the weight of the camera, but you can angle and manipulate positions. Even 

with still subjects, such as a set of marbles on a hardwood floor, you’ll want to use a 

tripod if possible. In the case of this image of marbles, setting the camera on the floor 

would stabilize it as well. But you’ll want to use self-timers or shutter release cables. Speaking of which… 

http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/secrets/3/place-your-subject-off-center/
http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/tip/1183/when-to-disable-autofocus/
http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/tip/1256/your-cameras-settings-aperture-priority-mode/
http://www.dofsecrets.com/
http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/tip/11/avoiding-shake-how-to-hold-a-digital-camera/
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Self-Timers and Shutter Release Cables Today’s lenses boast stabilization features, but either a tripod or 

using self-timers and shutter cable releases can make the difference between an extremely sharp picture and 

an image you have to toss due to blur. What beginner photographers don’t realize at first is that even if you 

use a tripod, when you depress the shutter button on your camera, it’s likely to shake just by virtue of the 

pressure. When you’re shooting in macro mode, this is problem is even more prevalent. Whenever you’re 

using a tripod and are in macro mode, set the camera’s self-timer. This will help reduce camera shake. A lot 

of cameras have a 2 second timer now, so instead of having to wait a full 10 seconds, your image will be 

captured faster and with more clarity. Better yet, if you are fortunate enough to have a shutter cable release 

or a wireless remote shutter release, then use it. You’ll notice a big difference in the quality and sharpness of 

your images. Naturally, to avoid another pitfall of a blurred subject, if you’re in a low light situation both the 

tripod and the self-timer or shutter release options are greatly recommended. 

Lighting Macro photography is a great way for you to experiment with lighting. A backlit flower or a  

side-lit lizard or a front-lit marble can make for compelling images. Low light, bright light, spotlight—they 

all have their place in macro photography. Avoid the pitfall of boring images by only using flat, front light. 

If the front light casts a shadow behind your subject, then you’re back in the realm of creativity. A fill flash, 

on the other hand, might help in a low light situation or when there’s too much 

contrast, but you have to be careful using a flash when you’re up close and  

personal with your subject. A thin cloth over the flash to diffuse it might help. In 

this image of a cuppa, the spotlight effect, along with the composition, mentioned 

above (Rule of Thirds and playing with perspective), are unique and give the  

image depth and character. Macro photography is so different than landscape. It 

makes the viewer feel more intimate with your subject and teaches you to use all 

that you know about photography in a finite scene, encouraging you continue to learn even more. My hunch 

is that once you dive into macro photography, you’ll find yourself loving those images, maybe even more 

than your other ones. 
 

High/Low Key Workshop (17
th

 August) 

I must mention the last workshop, we had a great turn out for another of Brent’s magical mystery tours, we 

the committee and I am sure all members cannot thank Brent enough for his contribution to the cause. 
 

Photography Quotes 

“Photography can only represent the present. Once photographed, the subject becomes part of the past.” 

Berenice Abbott 1898 – 1991 
 

Kenilworth Workshops 

A big thank you to all members that took part in these workshops over the weekend of 22
nd

 and 23
rd

 of  

August with Andrew Duke (Tig). I attended the one on Sunday and I must say I thoroughly enjoyed the day, 

we had some quite heavy rain just after lunch but we soldiered on until 4.00pm. I believe Team Saturday 

had a day of wall to wall sunshine. The group I was with all said how much they enjoyed the experience and 

the feedback from the members that went on Saturday was very much the same. I believe everyone learned 

something and all shooting on manual with the tripod, it really makes you take your time and think about 

what you are trying to achieve. All that said I must now thank Andrew who made the whole weekend such a 

pleasurable experience, Andrew has a wealth of knowledge, is a great tutor and he has such a calming  

influence, last but not least he is great company. 
 

Guys Cliffe 

A very enjoyable couple of hours spent on Sunday 30
th

, again in good company, we had 10 members  

present which was a good number considering the appalling weather we had, I must say everyone put on a 

brave face and spent most of the time outdoors taking photos. Thanks Tracy for organising. 
 

For Sale 

Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM Prime Lens complete with hood and UV filter fitted since new.  

Purchased from Jessops 2013. Comes with original box and receipt. Fantastic lens, check out any online  

review. £240.00, hardly used, see Richard 

http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/tip/223/is-digital-camera-image-stabilization-important/
http://www.digital-photo-secrets.com/tip/tag/landscape-photography/
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Stop Press 

A gentle reminder that if you are entering the competition on the 21
st
 of Sept your images must be with 

me no later than this Friday 11
th

 Sept. if you are late you may not get entered due to time restraints.  

What’s in the Bag? 

1. Spare memory card There’s nothing worse than having the perfect shot, going to take your picture, and 

your camera telling you your memory card is full. To avoid going through all your pictures on the spot and 

deleting the bad ones—which is incredibly frustrating and time-consuming—keep a few spare memory 

cards in your bag at all times; they take up zero space, so there’s no excuses! 

2. Microfiber cloth A microfiber cloth is one of the most useful and cheapest accessories a photographer 

can have in their bag. It’s primarily used for cleaning dirt and dust off of camera lenses, but it’s also  

extremely useful for wrapping up other accessories in your camera bag (memory cards, lenses, flashes), to 

keep them from being scratched or damaged. 

3. Plastic bag It happens to all of us photographers: we get stuck in the rain. Make sure you have a grocery 

bag tucked away in your camera bag for those unexpected downpours. All you need is a hole in the bag for 

the lens, and you have an inexpensive way to keep your camera dry and still get your perfect shot. 

4. Mini tripod Carrying a full size tripod isn’t always practical. Keep a mini tripod in your camera bag so 

you are never caught without a camera support again. Travel models can be folded very small for storage, 

and although they are obviously not as sturdy as full size tripods, they are still versatile. They can be set up 

in places a full size tripod would struggle with (in trees, on walls, very uneven surfaces) and are perfect for 

low-light photography. 

5. Flash A flash is excellent for adding additional light to your shot. If you haven’t tried before, you’ll 

quickly see that it will add a whole new depth and dimension to your photography. A flash is a must for 

every serious photographer. 

6. Batteries A full day of shooting will eat away at your battery life, especially if you overuse the LCD 

screen, which drains the battery quickly. I always like to keep a spare battery in my bag. I also find that  

turning your camera off and on repeatedly uses a lot of battery power. Hopefully, keeping a spare battery is 

obvious; if your battery runs flat, there’s nothing else to do but pack up and go home! 

7. Lens If you’re using a camera with a changeable lens, it is vital to have at least one extra lens. This is to 

give you greater choice with your focal length and will also be a backup lens if anything happens to your 

primary lens. 

8. Manual Keeping your manual in your bag, might just save you one day. It can be used to sort out a  

camera problem or a setting you are struggling with. It can be difficult to remember the variety of settings on 

your camera, so always keep it handy! 

Ideas 

If you have any ideas for the newsletter please let Richard know. 

Coming Months  

21.09.15 7.00 Competition 9.00 

05.10.15 7.00 Workshop – Close up, reversing ring, objects in light box etc 9.00 

02.11.15 7.00 Competition 9.00 

07.12.15 7.00 Photograph of the Year 9.00 
 

Competition Themes for 2015 

21.09.15 Emotions Club Competition (projected) – submit deadline 11
th

 Sept 1 b&w 1col 

02.11.15 Close Up & Macro Club Competition (printed) 1 b&w 1col 
 

Committee email addresses 

Richard - rh50@talktalk.net Ann - annotoole1@aol.com Dawn - dawn.burgess@fsmail.net 

Tracy - spoonandsprout@ntlworld.com Colin - a.c.staff@ntlworld.com Bec - r3b3kahmay@outlook.com 

Brent - brentthompson@hotmail.co.uk      
 

www.corleyandfillongleyphotographicclub.co.uk 
 

Affiliated to the Photographic Alliance of Great Britain through the Midland Counties Photographic Federation 
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